Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is caused by NF1 gene mutations. The phenotype is highly variable, with 'modifiers' being discussed as potential determinants. Mismatch repair deficiency was shown to cause NF1 mutations, but constitutional mutation of mismatch repair genes was identified only once in a NF1 patient. We aimed to analyze whether DNA methylation of mismatch repair gene promoters, known to lead to transcriptional silencing, is associated with increased tumor load in NF1 defined by the number of cutaneous neurofibromas. Leukocyte DNA of 79 controls and 79 NF1 patients was investigated for methylation of mismatch repair genes MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, and PMS2 by methylation-specific PCR and pyrosequencing. MLH1, MSH6, and PMS2 promoters were not methylated. By contrast, we found promoter methylation of MSH2 with a higher rate of methylation in NF1 patients compared with controls. Furthermore, when comparing NF1 patients with a low vs those with a high number of cutaneous neurofibromas, MSH2 promoter methylation was significantly different. In patients with a high tumor burden, methylation of two (out of six) CpGs was enhanced. This finding was not confounded by age. In conclusion, enhanced methylation involving transcription start points of mismatch repair genes, such as MSH2 in NF1, has not been described so far. Methylation-induced variability of MSH2 gene expression may lead to variable mismatch repair capacity. Our results may point toward a role of MSH2 as a modifier for NF1, although the amount of DNA methylation and subsequent gene expression in other cell types of NF1 patients needs to be elucidated.
INTRODUCTION
Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is a common autosomal dominant disorder with an estimated incidence of 1:3000-1:2500. The major clinical manifestations are café-au-lait spots, axillary and inguinal freckling, multiple dermal and plexiform neurofibromas, and iris Lisch nodules. However, affected individuals may have any of a wide range of additional features including scoliosis, bone abnormalities, short stature, macrocephaly, and learning disabilities. 1,2 NF1 is caused by mutations of the NF1 gene (17q11.2). The gene product neurofibromin is known to act as a tumor suppressor, as loss-of-function mutations are associated with the development of benign and malignant tumors in neural crest-derived tissues 3 and some myeloid malignancies. 4 The great majority of known mutations are predicted to cause lossof-function of neurofibromin. Affected individuals are heterozygous for a germline mutation of the NF1 gene. One additional lossof-function mutation (second hit) in a cell of a susceptible tissue type is required to initiate tumor development (Knudson's two-hit hypothesis). For the typical cutaneous neurofibromas in NF1, it is assumed that every benign tumor shows its individual second NF1 hit, which affects the Schwann cell population. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] The NF1 phenotype is highly variable. Members of a family with NF1 often present with phenotypic variants, although they share an identical mutant allele. Hundreds of different mutations have been reported, 10, 11 but there is no evidence for plausible genotypephenotype correlations, with the exception of patients with microdeletions and c.2970-2972 delAAT mutations in exon 17. 12, 13 Therefore, additional modifying factors may explain the clinical diversity and differences in tumor development. Easton et al 14 were the first to provide evidence for modifying genes in NF1. Another study proposed modifying genes at unlinked loci or additional environmental factors. 15 Thus, there is strong evidence for effects of unlinked modifying genes and linked modifying effects, as well as environmental influences.
No germline-modifying gene has yet been discovered in NF1, although some mechanisms have been proposed. An altered expression of non-linked mismatch repair genes may represent an essential modifying factor for NF1 phenotypic severity. The number of NF1-associated neurofibromas varies to a huge degree in NF1 patients and may be due to a variable amount of accumulating somatic NF1 gene mutations. Two research groups described the role of DNA mismatch repair for neurofibroma development in NF1. 9, 16 Both provided evidence that a reduction of the mismatch repair capacity can result in point and small NF1 mutations in a high percentage of neurofibromas. It is interesting to note that patients with a constitutional biallelic mismatch repair gene alteration (called CMMR-D, CCS, MMR-D, or CoLoN) present some NF1 features as well as an early onset of cancer. This constellation points toward somatic NF1 mutations that may accumulate under mismatch repair deficiency. 17, 18 From these findings, it can be speculated that early or constitutional alterations of mismatch repair genes in NF1 patients may lead to an altered mismatch repair gene expression, and thus to an accumulation of second hits of the NF1 gene being prone to mutation and showing one of the highest mutation rates known for human genes. Interestingly, beside one very recent report, 19 constitutional mutations in human mismatch repair genes could not yet be detected in NF1 patients. 8, 16, 18, 19 DNA methylation as an epigenetic modification of CpG dinucleotides is known to modulate gene transcription. CpG methylation can cause transcriptional silencing of many tumor suppressor genes. 20 Mismatch repair genes can also be downregulated through methylation of their promoter regions. [21] [22] [23] Mismatch repair deficiency is considered to be a modifier in NF1, but constitutional mutations of mismatch repair genes in NF1 patients seem to be very rare. 19 Therefore, methylation may be speculated to be a mechanism explaining reduced mismatch repair activity in NF1 patients with a high tumor burden. This would represent an important modifying factor for NF1 phenotypic severity. The aim of this study was, therefore, to analyze if an increased tumor load in NF1, defined by the number of cutaneous neurofibromas, is associated with methylation of mismatch repair genes. First, we analyzed all DNA samples by a well-established and quick method, by methylation-specific PCR (MSP) for methylation of mismatch repair gene promoters most frequently involved in human cancers, namely MLH1, MSH6, PMS2, and MSH2. The findings were validated using a highly sensitive and specific technique, pyrosequencing, for MSH2 promoter methylation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients and materials
A total of 79 adult and unrelated NF1 patients (29 male and 50 female) were investigated. An intragenic, pathogenic germline NF1 mutation was detected in all but six of these patients. NF1 patients with microdeletions (large deletions of NF1) and patients with mosaic NF1 features were not included in this study. Diagnosis of NF1 was confirmed according to established criteria. Assessment of the number of neurofibromas was always carried out by two clinical geneticists with major NF1 expertise (S.T. and A.B.) during the examination of undressed patients. All cutaneous, subcutaneous, and plexiform neurofibromas of any size, which were visible or palpable by careful physical examination of the patients' skin, were counted and documented. All tumors and other features were marked in detailed drawings (data sheets) allowing the comparison of data from repeated examinations. Every tumor was counted individually up to the number of 100. Higher numbers of neurofibromas were calculated by counting the number within one defined area of the trunk and then projecting it to the area of the whole trunk (front and back trunk were evaluated separately). This method was applied to the trunk only. For all other parts of the body (such as, eg, arms, and legs), the number was assessed exactly. In addition, photographs were taken.
As controls, a total of 79 unrelated healthy non-NF1 probands (40 male and 39 female) were investigated. Owing to limited specimen volumes, we decided to divide the control group randomly into two subgroups. The first was used for MSP (n¼39, 20 male and 19 female), whereas the second group (n¼40, 20 male and 20 female) was used for pyrosequencing. DNA of peripheral blood samples was extracted by standard procedures and analyzed for methylation.
The study was carried out according to the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the local ethical committee. All patients provided written informed consent.
Bisulfite modification of DNA samples
Bisulfite modification of DNA was carried out using the EZ DNA methylationgold kit (Zymo Research, Orange, CA, USA) following the manufacturer's instructions. Control PCRs using TP53 primers were carried out to check the quality of chemical conversion as described elsewhere. 24 
MSP
Methylation-specific PCR was carried out using published primer sequences and protocols with minor modifications. PCR reactions were carried out in triplicates (5 min, 951C; 35Â(951C, 30 s; annealing for 40 s; 721C, 30 s); 10 min, 721C, 41C). PCR products were checked on a 2% agarose ethidium bromidestained gel. For MLH1 (U 07418, GenBank) analysis, a 124 bp PCR product was amplified for unmethylated DNA (annealing at 601C) as well as a 115 bp product for methylated DNA (annealing at 611C). 25 To investigate MSH6 (U 54777 GenBank), a 161 bp PCR product was amplified for unmethylated DNA (annealing at 581C) and a 151 bp product for methylated DNA (annealing at 601C). 26 PMS2 (NM 000535 GenBank) was analyzed, amplifying a 148 bp PCR product for unmethylated DNA and a 121 bp product for methylated DNA using annealing at 601C. 27 For MSH2 (U 03911 GenBank) analysis, a 143 bp PCR product was amplified for unmethylated DNA (annealing at 621C) and a 132 bp product for methylated DNA (annealing at 611C). 28 As controls, one sample of a completely methylated DNA ('control 1' , CpG methylated jurkat genomic DNA, New England Biolabs, Hitchin, UK) and one sample of an unmethylated DNA ('control 2' , CpGenome universal unmethylated DNA, Chemicon, Temecula, CA, USA) were amplified together with the samples in each MSP to ensure specificity of MSP, especially to exclude unspecific binding of the respective gene specific primers for methylated and unmethylated PCR products.
Pyrosequencing of MSH2
A fragment, spanning À68 nt to À101 nt of the MSH2 promoter and including six single CpG dinucleotides, was analyzed, namely: CpG1 (À98), CpG2 (À94), CpG3 (À91), CpG4 (À87), CpG5 (À80), and CpG6 (À66) (Figure 2 ). Both transcription start points were covered. 29 Primers used to amplify a bisulfiteconverted DNA fragment for pyrosequencing were: 5¢-TTTGGAAGTTGAT TGGGTGTGGT-biotin-3¢ (forward) and a 1:1 mixture of four reverse oligonucleotides (5¢-CCACTTCTCCCACATACCCTAAAAAAAAC-3¢, 5¢-CTACTT CTCCCACATACCCTAAAAAAAAC-3¢, 5¢-CCACTTCTCCTACATACCCTAAA AAAAAC-3¢, 5¢-CTACTTCTCCTACATACCCTAAAAAAAAC-3¢) owing to the presence of two CpG sites within the primer sequence. PCR for bisulfite-treated DNA was carried using a HotStarTaq DNA polymerase kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) following the manufacturer's instructions and 10 pmol of each primer. The cycling conditions were: 951C 5 min, 45Â(941C 30 s, 64.11C 30 s; 721C 30s), 721C 10 min. For pyrosequencing, biotin-labeled DNA strands of the 25 ml PCR product were first prepared using streptavidin-coated sepharose beads and binding buffer according to the manufacturer's instructions (PyroGoldReagens, Biotage, Uppsala, Sweden). The strands were separated using a Vacuum Prep Station (Biotage), and diluted in 40 ml annealing buffer containing the sequencing primer (5¢-CCACACCCACTAAACTATT-3¢ reverse) (PyroGoldReagens, Biotage). These were subsequently denatured at 851C for 2 min. After filling the reagent PSQ cartridge with enzyme, substrate and nucleotides, the samples were placed in the pyrosequencer, and sequencing reaction was carried out (PSQ 96MA Biotage). The software PSQ 96 MA 2.1 (Biotage) was used for evaluation of peaks for methylation by SQA analysis. Experiments were replicated for each sample four to seven times and mean values were established.
Data management and statistics for MSH2 methylation
A grading system was introduced for results of MSH2 MSP analysis reflecting the band intensity of MSP products: 0¼no band, 1¼weak band, and 2¼intense to thick band.
The following grading system was applied to the pyrosequencing values: 0-10%, 410-20%, 420-30%, and 430% of methylation.
The NF1 phenotype was defined by the number of cutaneous neurofibromas. NF1 patients were divided into patients with a 'low number of neurofibromas' (p60 neurofibromas) and patients with a 'high number of neurofibromas' (4100 neurofibromas). A total of 41 NF1 patients had a 'low number of neurofibromas' ranging from 0 to 60 neurofibromas (15 male and 26 female). Thirty-eight NF1 patients showed a 'high number of neurofibromas' MSH2 promoter methylation in NF1 S Titze et al ranging from 112 to 2200 neurofibromas (14 male and 24 female). The cutoff at 4100 was done arbitrarily, but by chance there were no patients with tumor numbers between 61 and 100 in our cohort.
To investigate a possible relation between age and the number of neurofibromas, NF1 patients were divided into three groups (o40 years of age (23-39), n¼41; 40-50 years of age, n¼25; and 450 years of age (51-71), n¼13).
Fisher's exact test and w 2 test were carried out to relate the percentage of patients of different phenotypic groups to the degree of methylation. Intraindividual comparisons of methylation patterns between different CpGs were carried out using k statistics. A P-value of o0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. All statistical evaluations were carried out using SPSS for Windows 16.0 (SPSS, Munich, Germany).
RESULTS
CpG methylation of MLH1, MSH6, MSH2, and PMS2
In the first approach, we used MSP to screen the promoter regions of MLH1, MSH6, MSH2, and PMS2 for methylation. We did not find any methylation in the MLH1, MSH6, and PMS2 promoters in blood DNA of both NF1 patients and normal controls (Figure 1) . On the contrary, MSH2 was found to be methylated in NF1 patients (59/79) and controls (23/39) (Figure 1 ). Therefore, we decided to further investigate the MSH2 promoter by a sensitive, specific, and quantitative method that allows a spatial resolution of single CpGs methylated in the region analyzed. By pyrosequencing of bisulfite-modified DNA samples, the same site around the transcription start points of the MSH2 promoter was shown to be methylated (Figure 2) . Percentages of methylation of six single CpGs ranged from 2.7 to 39.7% in NF1 patients and from 1.4 to 10.4% in controls.
Statistical analysis of MSP results of MSH2
On comparing the methylation levels between patients and control probands, 23/39 (59%) controls and 59/79 (75%) NF1 patients were found to be methylated indicating a non significantly higher percentage of methylation in the NF1 group (P¼0.093; Fisher's exact test). Considering the degree of methylation by using the grading system for MSP band intensity, we detected a significant difference between NF1 patients and controls: a higher degree of methylation (grade 2 corresponding to intense up to thick bands) was more frequent in NF1 patients, whereas unmethylated bands were more frequent in controls (Table 1) .
On comparing the methylation levels of NF1 patients with a 'low' and a 'high number of neurofibromas,' no significant difference was found ('low number' , methylated: 28/40 (70%); vs 'high number,' methylated: 31/39 (80%); P¼0.44, Fisher's exact test).
Statistical analysis of pyrosequencing values of MSH2
A total of 70 out of the 79 NF1 patients (27 male and 43 female) and 40 controls (20 male and 20 female) were analyzed by pyrosequencing. On comparing the methylation levels between the control group and NF1 patients, we found a significant difference indicating a higher methylation in NF1 patients in four out of six analyzed CpG dinucleotides: CpG1, CpG3, CpG4, and CpG5. Methylation of CpG dinucleotide 4 at À87 nt showed the most distinctive group differences (Table 2) .
On analyzing the methylation levels among NF1 patients, we found a significant difference of methylation between NF1 patients with a 'low number of neurofibromas' and a 'high number of neurofibromas' for CpG3 and CpG4 (Po0.05, w 2 test for linear trend; Figure 3) , indicating a higher methylation in the latter group. As neurofibroma manifestation can increase with age, we tested whether this result was confounded by age. On comparing the increasing number of neurofibromas with the increase in the age of patients, a significant correlation was seen (P¼0.004, w 2 test for linear trend). But, on comparing the degree of methylation (0-10%, 410-20%, 420-30%, and 430%) of CpG3 as well as of CpG4 with increasing age, no significant correlation was seen (P¼0.99 for CpG3, P¼0.89 for CpG4; w 2 test for linear trend), indicating that age did not confound the relationship between the 'high number of neurofibromas' and the higher methylation of CpG3 and CpG4. In addition, we investigated whether these relationships were also present in the younger NF1 patients (o40 years of age). To do so, we grouped them into three age groups (23-30 years of age, 31-35 years, and 36-40 years). Patient's age was significantly positively correlated to the number of neurofibromas (P¼0.03, w 2 for linear trend). However, neither methylation of CpG 3 (P¼0.57) nor methylation of CpG4 (P¼0.79) showed a significant relationship to age of younger patients.
As apparent from Figure 3 , CpG4 (À87 nt) showed a methylation pattern that was different from those of the other CpGs. In most patients and all controls, this CpG showed higher methylation levels than the others. To obtain a quantitative measure of this difference, we calculated k coefficients for concordance of methylation (p20 vs 420%). Comparisons between CpG1, CpG2, CpG3, and CpG5 in NF1 patients mostly revealed k coefficients ranging from 0.10-0.79, (Po0.05). This indicates a significant concordance of the methylation pattern between these CpG sites. By contrast, a comparison of CpG4 with the other CpG sites revealed mostly k coefficients ranging from 0.03-0.14 (P40.05). This underlines that CpG4 shows no concordance of its methylation pattern with the other CpGs within the MSH2 promoter.
DISCUSSION
The aim of our study was to analyze whether methylation of mismatch repair gene promoters is associated with an increased tumor load in NF1, as defined by the number of neurofibromas. Promoter methylation is known to function as an epimutation leading to gene silencing or decreased gene expression. 20 For the first time, we could provide MSH2 promoter methylation in NF1 S Titze et al evidence that a promoter of a mismatch repair gene (MSH2) is significantly more methylated in NF1 patients compared with healthy persons by two different approaches. Furthermore, by applying a highly sensitive and quantitative method, we detected enhanced methylation of at least two CpG dinucleotides positively correlating with a 'high number of neurofibromas' in NF1 patients. Provided that similar epigenetic modifications exist in NF1 Schwann cells, MSH2 could be discussed as a modifier for NF1 phenotypic severity, especially for excessive neurofibroma manifestation due to accumulating second hits. Such a role of MSH2 is supported by the finding of an MSH2 variant (p.G322D) that is present at a higher frequency among NF1 patients with multiple neurofibromas and an intragenic NF1 mutation compared with a control population. 8 G322D is associated with a reduced efficiency of mismatch repair in the Saccharomyces cerevisiae model system, which can be interpreted as supporting the hypothesis that mismatch repair defects in MSH2 MSH2 promoter methylation in NF1 S Titze et al increase the likelihood of NF1 patients developing neurofibromas. 8 As constitutional mutations of MSH2 have not yet been detected in NF1 patients in previous studies, 8, 16 epigenetic alterations such as MSH2 promoter methylation could offer an alternative explanation for mismatch repair deficiency in NF1. Our study is limited to DNA methylation in leukocytes. Therefore, our findings provide only suggestive evidence of a role for MSH2 in modifying the NF1 phenotype that will require further confirmation by investigations, such as MSH2 expression analysis in Schwann cells and other tissues of NF1 patients. Nevertheless, if these data will be reproducible for DNA from leukocytes in other patient cohorts, methylation of MSH2 in blood cells could serve as a marker in a presumable diagnostic blood test to evaluate the risk for a predicted higher tumor burden in NF1. This could have clinical implications for the management of NF1 patients.
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To our knowledge, this is the first description of MSH2 methylation in DNA from leukocytes in normal persons. Therefore, it is essential to figure out in further studies at what values of MSH2 methylation mismatch repair capacity is affected in leukocytes and other tissues. Gutmann et al 30 had already shown that MLH1 deficiency accelerated leukemogenesis in NF1 transgenic mice pointing toward a potential role of mismatch repair deficiency for NF1-associated malignancies such as leukemia.
Recently, an NF1 germline mutation (p.R1241X) was found in a child also carrying a homozygous MLH1 germline mutation, who developed atypical chronic myeloid leukemia at 12 months of age as well as café-au-lait spots and skin tumors. 19 This seems to be the first case describing the co-occurrence of a constitutional NF1 germline mutation and a constitutional mismatch repair defect. Thus far, all other cases carrying mismatch repair gene mutations and presenting NF1 features were not found to carry NF1 germline mutations, although it is highly suggestive that they carry somatic NF1 gene mutations in certain cells giving rise to the early onset of cancers such as hematological malignancies and brain tumors. 18 Wimmer and Etzler (2008) introduced the term CMMR-D syndrome for this phenotype and proposed that NF1 features in this syndrome are probably explained by mosaic NF1 mutations at an early developmental stage. The question arises whether other gene alterations than those seen in the biallelic inheritance of mismatch repair gene defects, such as in the CMMR-D syndrome, may constitute a modifier for the diverse phenotypes and tumor burdens in NF1 patients carrying a constitutional NF1 mutation.
One essential question is, if the MSH2 methylation we observed is a constitutional modification or is a secondary phenomenon developing during life. One recent report described the identification of a hereditary epimutation of MSH2. 31 This might favor the inheritance of methylation at this site of MSH2 in NF1 patients.
Promoter methylation of MSH2 is a major contributor to mismatch repair deficiency in different types of cancer such as HNPCC and breast cancer. Naqvi et al 32 studied the methylation of MSH2 genes in Indian female patients with breast cancer. Primers used for MSP in their study were identical to those used in our study. Those authors showed that the methylation of this MSH2 site is associated with undetectable protein and RNA expression in at least some specimens.
Only some of the CpGs investigated in our study showed methylation levels leading to significant differences between NF1 patients with 'low' and 'high numbers of neurofibromas' (CpG3 at À91 nt and CpG4 at À87 nt), as well as between NF1 patients compared with controls (by MSP and by pyrosequencing for CpG1 at À98 nt, CpG3 at À91 nt, CpG4 at À87 nt, and CpG5 at À80 nt). This may raise the question of a differential biological importance of individual CpG dinucleotides: for example, methylation-sensitive transcription factor MSH2 promoter methylation in NF1 S Titze et al binding at certain conserved sites or regulatory elements. Several binding sites such as for E1AF, an ETS oncogene family transcription factor, were found within the region we analyzed. 29 The E1AF binding site was affected by significant differences in methylation of CpG5 at À80 nt between NF1 patients and controls. In fact, previous luciferase transporter assays pointed toward an 82% decrease of promoter activity when À80 nt was altered by mutation. 33 This À80 Å insertion allele was described in HNPCC patients and showed novel transcription factor-binding abilities, which was interpreted either due to the presence of the transcription start point at À85 nt or due to a specific DNA-protein interaction between the À80 Å insertion oligomer and transcription factors. 33 Whether E1AF binding is methylation sensitive because of variable methylation levels of its central CpG (CpG5 in our study) has not been investigated so far. Furthermore, another very close element was affected by variable methylation levels in our study:
differential methylation appeared at CpG4 by comparing controls and NF1 patients, as well as by comparing NF1 patients with a 'low number' and a 'high number of neurofibromas' . CpG4 (À87 nt) is localized very close to the major transcription start point (À85 nt) of MSH2 and is located in a CGG. The probability that methylation of such an important site for gene transcription within a CpG island is relevant would be high, but needs further investigation. The authors would like to admit that the definition of the NF1 phenotype by counting cutaneous neurofibromas may be limited. Volumetric measures and assessment of the internal tumor load by MRI would be more desirable. However, besides ethical problems, in most studies it is still not feasible to obtain data from a sufficient number of patients using such expensive and time-consuming methods.
To conclude, we found evidence of enhanced MSH2 promoter methylation close to the transcription start points in NF1 blood leukocytes. Differential methylation of MSH2 may lead to a variable MSH2 expression and therefore, to variable mismatch repair deficiency. Provided that similar epigenetic modifications exist in NF1 Schwann cells, MSH2 could be regarded as a modifier for NF1 phenotypic severity. In our opinion, it is also not yet ruled out that mutations of mismatch repair genes are relevant as modifiers for NF1. These genetic alterations may represent a spectrum other than the one seen in HNPCC and CMMR-D patients.
The identification of genetic modifiers would offer clues to the molecular pathogenesis of NF1 and indicates promising avenues of research for developing novel treatments. Figure 3 Statistical analysis of MSH2 methylation (CpG1-CpG6) achieved by pyrosequencing comparing NF1 patients with a 'low number of neurofibromas' (white bars) and a 'high number of neurofibromas' (black bars). The proportions (%) of affected patients (n¼70) are given. Methylation was graded into four ranks (0-10%, 410-20%, 420-30%, and 430%). A pathogenic germline NF1 mutation was detected in 31 out of 35 NF1 patients with a 'low number of neurofibromas' and in 33 out of 35 NF1 patients with a 'high number of neurofibromas' (4 out of 6 patients without detected NF1 mutations had parents with NF1). P-values are given for each CpG analysis.
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